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"Life is not a problem to be
solved, but a reality to be
experienced." Kierkegaard
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BY KEVIN WEEKS
Look! Up in the air! It's a hold graduate degrees in var-clua sickle, and a plate of ' ious fields which they have
b,

jello! The Flying Karamozov:

Brothers characterize their

show as "juggling and cheap
theatrics." These unique exter- -

tainers will be performing this
Monday. Nov. 5, at 8:00 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.

:

mu- -

i

spurned for the loftier. goals of
the performing arts,
The Brothers K hope to have
the greatest effect on those who
go to their show thinking
"O.K.. we're Americans, and
we've gone to the theater, and
now we are going to sit quietly

'A

The Brothers K combine
sic. high jinks, and juggling, and experience something."
into an act that has been seen The group is proud of its ability
on the streets and on Broad-- 1 not to do what people expect
way. ' They have performed in They claim to be able to juggle
Washington's Kennedy Center, anything heavier than an ounce
.
and smaller than a breadbox
at the Goodman in Chicago.
times and invite an audi-dibl- y
and on Broadway for an incre-jte-n
successful three month ence challenge. A recent rerun. They most recently were! quest of suitable objects
annl.niisri all cummer in LaS'nrnduced a Diece of liver, a
Vegas. Their technical exper-- bowling ball, and a child's
Use and humor have earned stroller (the child, was removed
them numerous honors includ for xafekeeDine). On Monday.
Obie when they ask this student
ing the Village Voice's
''
body for- - juggling props, be It is
-.
award.
:
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generated by a
College
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Mets lost more games than any
other team in baseball history,yet they were loved and admired by their fans.
This Saturday's game be- tween the College of Wooster,
which is in the midst of the
longest football losing streak in
its 85 year history, and Mariet- ta which has become famous
for not winning. The MariettalosPioneers broke a
ing streak last week with a 3
tie against Ohio Northern, but
have not won a game
ad-spo-

rts
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34-ga-
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the Scots have been victims of

bad

breaks

unusual

and

bounces.

Commenting on Wooster s
a

bad luck, BiU Nichols, sports
writer for the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, said. " Wooster must be

snake bit." Marietta coach
Mike Hollway said."There is no

way Wooster is an 7 team,
We've seen the films . and they
are not a bad football team,
Case Reserve head coach Jim
0--

Chapman,

pulled out a

against

whose

Spartans

last-minu- te

Wooster

victory

Sept.

said."Wooster played us

22

tough-the- y

er than anyone else we've
Wabash head
faced."
consecutive
Lit- -

coach Greg Carlson, whose
Much of the attention that tie Giants were one of the few
the Scots,
has followed Marietta this sea- - teams to dominate
son shifts to Severance Stadium said." Wooster may be the best
games

this week as the Pioneers try
against to end four years of
futility. Many feel that Mariet- might
ta's game with Wooster
be the Pioneers' best opportuni- ty to end the streak. The 7
Scots lost their ninth game in a
row when Oberlin kicked a 42
yard field goal to hand Wooster
its second consecutive one-poi0--

nt

loss.

The game has already at-tracted national attention, and
it may attract more attention
on campus than any other in
Wooster football history.
The Scots entered the 1984
season with high expectations.
seven losses have left them
frustrated. While some of the

GOOD

BY KAREN SAPIO
Walter Mondale took the ma
jority of votes cast in a mock
election held on the College of
Wooster campus on Wednesday
with a final vote of 472 to 289.
777 students, facuty and staff
voted in the mock election
which was part of a Voter
Awareness Day sponsored by
the Student Concerns Network
of the College. The election also
included a survey of voter pref
erences based on sex, citizen
ship and ethnicity.
Of 360 women voting. 258 cast
their ballots for Mondale, while
104 chose President Reagan. Of
383 men, 200 voted for Mondale
and 183 noted for Reagan.
Most of those voting were
United States citizens, but of 61
international students participating, 23 chose President Regan while 38 chose Walter

winless team in the country."
Nevertheless. Wooster is 7
and in jeopardy of losing to a
Whites were by far the larg
team that, has not won in four est ethnic group responding to
years,
the survey. Of 415 whites voting, 257 chose Mondale and 158
"Marietta is tough."said Scot cast ballots for Reagan. The
head coach Jim Kapp,"and you
largest ethnic group reknw they will be up for this next
was those describing
sponding
K me."
themselves as Asian or Orienhate tal. Of 44 Asians. 16 voted for
"I don't want to lose. Iguard
Reagan and 28 chose Mondale.
to lose,".!: sophomore
Rocky Zazzaro. It sure would Of 26 blacks participating tn
tf our fans wno have the election. 2 supported Rea
been so supportive all year, gan and 24 backed Mondale.
would rally behind us Saturday. Other ethnie groups responding
We need a twelfth player, and were Hispanics with 2 votes for
the crow(j couid be the differ-b- Reagan and 3 for Mondale.
Ijewisb voters with 5 choosing
ence."
Mondale and 2 choosing Rea
gan, and Europeans wun i
choosing Reagan and 16 backing .Walter Mondale..
0--

ut

SCOTS!
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To our Campus Community:
On Wednesday, the Student Concerns Network held a

Voter Awareness Day. In preparation for this event, over
70 letters were sent to students.campus organizations,
faculty and community leaders in order to encourage
participation. The response was feeble at best 7 groups
were represented and campus participation was minimal.
The objective of this day was to provide a nonpartisan
approach to the election issues and yet it was almost
wholly liberal viewpoints which were seen. One student
asserted that this was due to the more vocal nature of
liberal groups. However, this provides a problem in that
students on campus want to hear all sides of the issues in
order to find out why. President Reagan is leading in the
polls and yet the views on campus are so liberal. It is my
sincere regret that there is not more active interest in
such a vital area. The decision of who leads the United
States of America is one which affects every single
resident of this country and if we look at the type of
decisions being made, every resident of the global
community. Although a Canadian citizen, I feel that living
and learning in Wooster I have an obligation to be an
informed individual. And I feel that in an educational
institution it is everyone's obligation to be informed
voters. Too often, I hear students complain about
governmental policy and yet they refuse to do a thing
about it including making a difference in such a critical
election. Regardless of your particular party affiliation, I
sincerely hope that the lack of participation on Wednesday will be more than made up for on Tuesday Nov. 6.
For those on campus, and in the community who did
participate in Voter Awareness Day Thank you!
Debbi Smith
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CONTRACT C MANGES

-

BY IDA WILLIAMS

Lexers to fthe Editor
Moore Vo tors

Dear Editor: '
On November 6 many members of the College Community
will have the opportunity to
vote for the office of Wayne
County Sheriff. Literature pro
vided by the Alexander tor
Sheriff Committee would lead
you to believe that Loran Alexander (the incumbent), with 31
years of experience in law enforcement, is the most qualified
candidate for the office of Sher-
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new party contract has
been written in response to
suggesstions of adminsistration
The new conand students.
tract contains all the responsibilities of the organizing com
mittee and a slight change in.
the number of people that con-- :
stitute the necessity of a party
contract.
According to Lance Morrow,
Associate Dean of Students,
there is "very little change" in
the party policy. The only
change has been made in the
probationary increase from 25
to 40 students as the number
for which a party contract is
required.
The new contract pulls together all the responsibilities
and expectations of the sponsoring organization, according
to Morrow. "It is important to
know what people are responsible for," Morrow commented.
Printed in the contract is a
copy of the Code of Social
Responsibility to make clear
the expectations involved. "It
makes clear who is responsible
for what," Morrow continued.
-The new aspect of the con
tract, the probationary in
crease in the number of people
allowed to consume alcoholic
beverages without a party contract was due largely to Sarah
Miller, secretary of SGA. and
Scott Nicholson, chairperson of
Camous Council.
According to Miller the effort
was a combination between Nicholson, herself, and Campus
Council. To start things off.
Miller spoke with Laura Killi-awho suggested she present
the topic to student government. With support from student government. Miller and
Nicholson met informally with
A

cers! At times there may be
only one road patrol Deputy on
duty.
' Tyler Moore, along with his
experience as a State Patrolman and as a local Police
Officer, also has experience asj
a businessman (managing a!
local bakery for several years).
We feel that this background
makes Tyler D. Moore the
more qualified candidate for
office of the Wayne County
the
iff.
you!
Sheriff.
We would like to make
4. Since January of 1981, 19
aware of the following facts:
Deputies
have left the Sheriff's.
1. The Wayne County Jail
Office.
prisoners
its
currently provides
5. The budget for the Sheriffs
with color TV, video games, Office,
while under Sheriff Almassages
and
electronic back
has increased from
exander,
bedtime snacks.
2. Sheriff Alexander has is- $900,000.00 to over 1.4 million
no more Deputies
sued courtesy cards to selected dollars. Yet.added
to patrol the
been
have
individuals. These cards can be county
wages
for the
low
and
laminated, at the expense of
caused
Deputies
has
current
the taxpayer, at the Justice
low morale and high turnover.
Center.
3. The Sheriff's Office often
Richard A. Neater
has 2 road patrol Deputies on
Virgil T. Smith HI
duty to patrol the entire county.
These 2 Deputies are often
Security Officers
supervised by 5 superior offi

1
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Morrow and proposed the increase of students to 50, allowing for-- r probationary- - period.-Morrosuggested she return to
Campus Council for more feedback and "draft a memo say-

w

ing what change was

pro-

posed." According to Miller,
Morrow discussed the alteration with the other deans who
decided on 40 students, with a
probationary period of three
months. The revision was considered, said Morrow, because

they felt "this made some
sense."
The probationary period "al-

lows for a stop gap in case

things get out of hand," Miller
said. The new provision would
be revoked, and reduced back
to 25 students, if it proved
necessary. One example of
cause for revokation, according
to Miller, would be a break in
the Code of Social Responsibility.

' "This doesn't

mean you can
get a keg in the middle of the
week.. .the restrictions on alcohol remain the sara.. .the
change affects just the number
of people." Miller said..
.

Miller stressed the ease with

which the revision was made.
"I figured it would take longer

than it did.. .change is not impossible in this school." she
said.
Morrow commented that one

of the reasons for the policy

and the revision in the contract
was to help organizations have
good parties without problems.
"We want to work with people." he concluded.
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world
Laurel
of their
the
Harand
stanUy improving: He considers dy's films. Professor Flcrse
"c
films, leads ta the destruction
nf
Neithe'
255-?.!Sthe lait three College presidents
ST ,institu"onGerman Department said of Laurel's hat. as the scene
two elemnt
be to be responsible for the increas- - the
VL
J
"Their
follies reflect a hostile escalates hilariously. -0,41
ed cooperation. The two groups universe, but tap
PrlHlin'ln-- Stan Laurel was born Arthur
CoUege 13 easay
Pamefj
ned.
become more involved in of saving humor; In last Tries-- S. Jefferson, and later changed
.have
H d- ?
by
Harold standards are -- lowered. But joint entertainment, sporting. day's convocation. "Laurel and his name because he did not
iiU?i'.J2I
Freedlander quoted a proverb to and artisUc projects, such as the Hardy and the State of the want a name with 13 letters. He
. ca
"
ioreieu ine result of this action. Wooster Arts Center
ITniveraa" Prnfatcn Pis
.w.. m' fwim f mr t.tlii.f.mn.
Freedlander. 70. has been in- "If you send a fool to college.
Obviously he has no doubt a mined the humor of Stan Lao-- and was the understudy, to
you get back an educated fool.
dusuch;
. ui uie lauijr
... Chaplin
,
Hardy,. one
,
Charlie
' "
is important to be am good ' rel and Oliver
WUV comedy
waMfrM in 'one
W. of. immu
uu9, ne nas naa a cnance to Freedlander is nn.Hv ahnrf tnat
thm onotatt m.a4v
n bmi Mn WVUU
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your
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a
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AUVvAWu in
illpetition
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Iee-e;jfmm scenes. ' Laurel . and. most arrogant young
man. in
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precariouss
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not
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ut uvk ness in a mixed
sbauu. vvc
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U.- wbeen more freshman
ne nas
irusiees.
class as evidenos that .
ud world and his famous later character.
k.. ..
ui
directly concerned with the the school is moving in the right deny your
how ttey deal
il came to Laurel first met Oliver Hardy
rieht to an opinion
long-terlife. In one short film. "Double in a film called "Lucky Dog in
running of the Col- direction.
I
wnoopee," the two act as bum- - wnich Hardy played a "heavy"
lege.
Freedlander is honored to
Ming footmen, repeatedly which was his stock character,
A trustee is usually an alum- - serve as a member of the Board.
dumping a visiting prince down He was born in Georgia and
nus or a member of the com- - and he. not being an alumnus of
an elevator shaft by accident, around the age of 8 first toured,
munity who shows an interest in Wooster, hopes to contribute an
ll
after
which a
en- - due to bis lovely voice. He left
the welfare of the College and a "outside" interpretation to the
- law school and the theatre for
mes
as
our
heroes
blithewalk
regard for College policy. Finan- issues discussed
y away. A major theme in films, where his size cast him
cial matters, such as the renova- - He is also an active member of
Ihese films is reciprocal de-- into the role of a. "heavy."
tion of Scovel and Taylor, are the community, having served
ktruction "seen only in the However, his comic potential
topics for the Board. . Board as President of the Wooster
world
of films and children." in was seen when, during a film.
members serve a three year Chamber of Commerce add the
Hardy's hat, destroyed he was on a horse standing on a
which
term, with
possible. Ohio Council of Retail Mer- BY CHUCK CRAIG
sana aune. us weignt caused
Freedlander. a 1935 graduate chants. He is also director of the
This Sunday. Daniel Winter short pause between preludeslthe horse to slowly sink, send- of Harvard University, sees Wayne County National Bank will present a recital of Debus- so that the audience may read ing the cast into laughter. At
sy and Chopin at 4:00p.m. in aoout eacn prelude before it is first Laurel was reluctant to
demographics as the major, and a member of Knesset
long-terproblem facing the Israel Temple. Moreover, he is Mackey Hall. The recital is played.
Ijoin Hardy, but when he joined
s,
free of charge and all are
College. That is, with the married and has two daughters
The second part of the con Hal Roach's
they
cert will be devoted to the made their first real film todecrease in college-ag- e - According to Freedlander. welcome. teaching piano
Besides
and Second Sonata of Frederic Cho gether. "Putting the Pants on
students, it becomes more dif- relations between the College
music theory. Winter pin, Opus 35 in
ficult to maintain a quality stu- - and the community are con first-yeminor. Philip." They became almost
also serves as chairman of the Although best known for its immediately celebrated, with
Music Department' He has per funeral march, the most famed their intuitive bonds and fric- formed many times at the Col of all funeral marches, the tlonless performances.
lege oi wooster and elsewhere sonata is a landmark in the Professor Figge described
?
as both soloist and accompa- - piano music of the nineteenth their styles, with Hardy as the
nist, including performances century. Written in 1839 while dignified leader and Laurel ex
witn a variety ot groups from the composer was stavin at pressing constant bewilderment
to wooawina quin- - tne home of George, Sand, the with a perfect vacuity of ex
orcnesiras
"
IBs!
"
tets. Sunday's program will Onus 35 sonata is said to have pression." The films find them
feature works by two. compos- - been inspired by the heroic in a shaky universe, "doing
MATSOS FAMILY RESTAURANT
i:
ers noted especially for their struggle for independence in their bit for entropy," said
music for the piano.
Poland. Musicians have found Figge. They somehow muddle
Claude Debussy wrote 24 death to be present in all the along, "if not to victory, then to
preiuoes in two dooks, tne first movements: in the breathless the next sunset," said Profesof which will be heard on Sun- - terror of the "Grave-Doppi- o
sor Figge. The emergence of
WITH
day. Written in a span of two movimentio". the imnetuous talkies hurt many stars, but
Offer
WITHOUT coupon
months during 1909 and 1910. and headlong "Scherzo", the they took it in stride, making
ANYTIME up
May 31, 1985.
tne first dook contains twelve thematic structure of the their best films during the De
preludes which can be consid- - "March funebre: Lento", and pression, in such films as
ered landmarks in his creative: the demoniac force of the "Fi- - Help Me" and "Two Tars"
50c off small pizza 10" nosu',
life. just as the preludes of nale: Presto-- The entire work the familiar flirting with disas-- .
Bach and Chopin were consid- - displays Chopin's exoandini? ter bred an attitude of "here it
--J '
. .1 i
tC
7C
sJ uil UieuIUIll piZCl .cr ;ic slices)
erea previously, ine preiuaes demand for flawless technique comes again'wbich they over
"tie ficuiic. cu uuuuguvui met in conjunction wiui ms desire came with their eternal optioff large pizza 16" ac slices)
next few months by both the for beauty and musicality in his mism and warmth. As one crit- composer ana mccarao vines works.
ic said "If you don't find them
off
pizza 18" (i6suces)
of Spain, who also debuted' This is the second faculty funny, you are my enemy."
many of Ravel's works. They recital of the season and nro- - Laurel and Hardy had a sus
display his mature compost-- videsa chance for students to taining humor, concluded Pro
tional style and show the many hear to work of their instruc- - fessor Figge, that transformed
sources
from which the com- - tors and an opportunity for all ipain and suffering into comedy..
To College of Wooster Students
poser's creative processes to share in the live perform Sunday through Thursday 8:30 p.m. to ll.'Ofrp.m.
drew.
ance of the classical repertoire
Displaying a variety of All are welcome and invited to
moods and styles, the twelve Sunday's performance,
264-880- 0
"You are never given a wish
individual preludes translate
without
also being given the
as.
English
follows:
into
power to make it true. You
"Delphic
Dancers."
"Sails."
HOURS
may have to work for it
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I1k 117. M J
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This 'House Prefer Ronald
Reagan" in the Lowry Center
GffaNPFaTrteffLY
Trie
Pit at the College of Woootter.
Tuesday (Nov. 6) at 11a.m. The
THe Srfo)M6esT convocation Is open to the pubiMaee
lic without charge.
NaTfotf otf eafrrfi.
The debating students are all
members of the College's debate club. Arguing the negative
If
f?ePf?eseNT
will be Ian Fried, a sophomore
.r, II Trie coMPassiNale from Highland Park, EL, and

3R You

SoPPoSep To Be?
begin any sort of substantia
.m
talks. His START proposal wa ?

BY DANIEL SIXORSKI
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There are two possible scenarios for Tuesday evening. The
that h
first and more positive of the designed to fail, so"attempt
I
I 7,
LST
two is that Walter Mondale will could point to the
surprise the pollsters and win a and try to pin the blame on th
I
f
Trumanesque upset victory Soviets for walking out. I won f f7
If atthew Bieniek, a senior from
our
at
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reaction
what
der
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over Ronald Reagan. The
Wooster.
The affirmative will
ond is that Ronald Reagan will talks would have been had the
by Shereen Boy-e-r,
represented
be
misdeploying
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Soviets
win
for another four
sophomore
from Ulddle-bur- g
a
sies in Cuba and Nicaragua?
years in office!
Heights, and If elissa PerIf the first scenario comes to Would we have stayed at the
ry,
sophomore from Gates.
a
pass, than this country has table? For that matter, would
Hodges, professor of
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Jim
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even
be
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be moderator. The
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"Western mind. .The Soviet Un- the Soviet Union and the arms
'But could this all simply be
a smokescreen to conceal other
ion has no inclination or desire race. For the next four years,
issues?"..,.
to take over; any part of the we need a president who will
"Other issues?"
West, they are just as terrified make an effort to understand
"Yes. nuclear proliferation,
of us as we arej of them, the Soviets on their own terms'
Mo
unemployment,
the deficit ..."
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rather
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Ar, Mug
uiau always
J 0 wexpecting
iauii than
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is significant that Ronald them to think like us. We need
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"Those are good too. sure.
by David BARONoy
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has failed to stand the Soviet Union's fears
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Julie
Ferguson

My name is Julie Ferguson. I
as
am running for
Student Government President
Student Government is a working organization.. Unfortunately, it has not always cen that
way. As SGA President I feel it
is my job to keep our governing
body in touch with student concerns and current campus issues.
This past year I received the
most valuable learning experience of my life. I found the
faculty, adminitration, and
re-electi-

on

trustees genuinely concerned

fied." you say? "Quite true."I
reply. I know very little about
the workings of Student Government on campus but I believe it to be of some importance in the ultimate scheme of
things. The most important
thing to be had by achieving
the office of President is the
obviously marketable managerial skills that so many big
name companies are looking
for these days.
A little about my personal
background; I am a freshman,
and so far have been an active
member of the Voice staff. I
come from a place called Jefferson City, Missouri and have
been active in the underground
press movement as well as
being a lauded Latin scholar.
Two summers ago I spent my
time in Brazil as an exchange
student with a program called
AFS. Mmm...so much for history, now on to platforms.
A few of the things I would'
like to see done here at the
College of Wooster include having paper towel dispensers
placed in dormitory bathrooms,
the continuation of the holiday
bus service to the airport in
Cleveland (at least until I go
home for Christmas break), the
introduction of a more reason-alb- y
priced bookstore (to give
students a choice and to eliminate the Wilson Bookstore's

about the quality of life on
campus although, as students,
we somtimes find that hard to
believe. I also found SGA has
the potential to be an effective
body. We (SGA) cannot blame
our lack of effectiveness totally
on student apathy, but most
critically look at the inner
workings of the organization
itself. What can we, as Student
Government, do to increase
communiation and effectively
handle valid student concerns?
These are the issues we have
we
attacked this past year
strive to perfect the SGA system.
The first step has been to
open channels of communication. At SGA meetings (every
and the popular
Monday at 7:30 p.m.. Facul- monopoly),
guards. I
security
of
election
ty Lounge, for .all those interrun for
to
decision
the
made
ested...) we have incorporated
this office last Friday when I
weekly district reports, a took
at the petition
chance for your representative listingsa atlook
Lowry
front desk
the
you
present
effecting
to
issues
my
noticed
that
and
directly. People's Forum, a opponent was runningcapable
unopweekly portion of our agenda,
By
of
posed.
the
that
virtue
fact
is open to all students who care
system
cannot
a
democratic
to express their opinions and
with only one candiconcerns about issues they function
to take a petidecided
date,
I
want changed. We have very
promote
democraout
and
tion
growactive committees and a
you want
cy.
me
if
vote
So
for
ing support system for other to,
you
don't.
if
don't
campus organizations. These
That's what freedom' of
will, by no means, solve all the
is all about.
choice
problems of students, but it is a

-

start.

Why am I running for reelection? Quite honestly, I believe in Student Government. I
also believe it is extremely
important for students to have
a voice and to be recognized as
the working, intelligent"' body
that we are. Please vote. I
would appreciate the chance to
continue playing a part in the
betterment of student life on
campus.

Julie Rice
Hello, my name is Julie Rice.
I am running the
of SGA. I feel that I am
Vice-Preside-nt

qualified for this position due to
my previous experiences in-

volving high school student

council and the fact that I am
currently representing Holden
Hall on SGA. I also think that it
win be good for the Student

Randy

Government Association to

have some new blood and en
thuslasm to provide leadership.
So, please remember to vote
on
November 7 during dinner!
To: the student body and
anybody else who cares in

McCleary

Wooster, Ohio,
All right, here we go now...
My name is Randy McCleary

and I am running for the office

of SGA President.
6
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BY CHRIS LUSE
and effort to change confining COMPILED
1
(Washington)
Mondale
policies and in general modify
criticisms
his
harshest
stated
and rectify social discomforts. of the Reagan administration
My name is David Dean and
yet in a speech to an Oregon
I am a sophomore History
audience. "In most cases,
Philosophy major running for
up for human rights
standing
SGA Vice President I have
strengthens our national securiseen the positive changes in
ty" he declared, pointing out
SGA and I want to continue
the present administration's
them but I need your support
seeming lack of concern for
and vote. If I am elected Vice
rights. As the campaign
human
want
to
SGA
I
President of
I. John Fernandez, believe
bring campus concerns to the that there are two basic rea- enters it final stage, Mondale's
administration and vice versa., sons why I should be elected to ratings in the polls have been
I want to push for a student the position of Social Concerns dropping while increasingly
representative on the Faculty Committee Chairperson. They large and enthusiastic crowds
Tenure Committee and make are my experience with SGA , mark his appearances. A lack
more acces- and my willingness to deal with of political opportunity in
the
such as defense
sible to the student body. The issues that effect the students!
should be a lia- - and the College of Wooster as a have been blamed on the heal
thy economy, observors said.
son between the student body whole.
President Reagan, campaign
I
and
administration
the
and
My experience with SGA has ing in Pennsylvania and West
intend to enhance that relationaccused Mondale of a
ship. I am involved in many been as the Student Services Virginia,
first" attitude
campus activities such as and Special Projects Commit- "blame-Americ- a
Men's Cross Country and tee Chairperson for the past towards such issues as GrenaTrack, Student Activities year. Through this experience I da, Nicaragua and Cuba.
2. (Toronto) General Motors
Board, Student Government As realize that Brian Rodwin. tne
has
Com
reached an agreement with
present
Concerns
Social
StuKappa
Phi.
sociation. Beta
UAW ending an 11 day
the
dent Orientation Committee, an mittee Chairperons. has done
by Canadian workers.
only
strike
I
which
job
of
an
excellent
observer on Campus Council,
would allow
and Classical Director at intend to improve upon. Also, The settlement
ff
laid-o40,000
workers to
some
Special
and
WCWS. If you have any ques- as Student Service
jobs.
Robert
to
Chairperreturn
their
Committee
.
Proejcts
stop
on
me
gripes,
tions or
campus or ask me during the son I have worked with the White. UAW director for Cana"Meet the Candidates" in Low Dean's Office (and its staff). da, said that the agreement
ry Center Pit On November faculty members. Service was "an important step to
7th, vote for David Dean, SGA Building employees, the book wards recognizing that Canadian auto workers have different
Thanks.
store staff, and many other needs, different priorities" than
members of the campus com' U.S. workers.
m unity. This previous expert
3. (Managua) Nicaragua re
ence can only help with my mised any changes in the Cont- productivity as Social Concerns dora Treaty. Foreign Minister
Committee Chairperson.
Miguel d'Escoto's statement
My willingness to deal with cleared up Nicaragua's policy
talks on the draft
issues that effect students and concerning
Ameripeace
pact
Social Concerns Chairperson other
for
members of the campus ca. The initiativeCentral
opbeen
has
I am Cheryl Jo Thompson, a community
evident right posed by
junior from Cleveland. Ohio. I now on my are
allies.
U.S.
its
and
the
Student Services Diplomats report
am a Psychology major with and Special Projects
that the
Commit seemingly irreconcilable
differ
an interest in Biology. My mi- tee. My committee and
are
I
treaty.
nor is music.
ences
the
El
kill
will
on the issue of what Salvador, heavy fighting Inwas
I have always had the desire working
na
Wooster will do when the
to serve on the Student Govern- tional
ported as 2,500 troops con-I-d
drinking age is enforced Ireuc
sweep.
ment Association Committee in in Ohio,
an
which will move the 4.ted(Tel
. an
some form or fashion. Now .is drinking age
Aviv)
Israel
up to 21 (yes, that
my chance. Having attended
prepare
to
for
plans
nounced
did pass). My major goal withdrawal of its troops froma
the College of Wooster for three law
besides working on issues. that Lebanon. The Israeli cabinet
years, I've been exposed to come
up during my term, or
good as well as harsh times,
seek an agreement with,
on
passed
the last will
are
government with
Syrian
and I've helped fight for better administration isfrom
the
improve
social conditions behind the the relations and thetoperception
the U.S. mediating. Direct talks
scenes on various organizatLebanon will discuss the
organizations on this cam with
military
situation and seek se
ions. I feel now I would be a of
pus.
Cam
It is abut time SGA.
spon
arrangements,
warm receptor of the social pus Council,
curity
Sections. ISC. ICC.
concerns of my fellow classsored by the U.N. Progress is
unlikely until after the U.S.
mates.
In the past I have served two Independents. BSA. ISA. JSA, elections. A U.S. envoy is due
years as Recording Secretary The Voice, Deans Office, Facul- in Israel to examine the U.S.'s
of the Black Students Associa- ty, WAA, WRC, small houses, mediation role.
tion. I was a member of and many other groups to start 5. (Washington) Secretary of
NAACP. and I served on the to work together as much as State Shultz warned that the
Student Orientation Committee possible. This will start by military would take action
my sophmore year. Currently I opening communication lines against terrorism even if it
am president of the Black through these groups. This is means "the loss of life for some
Women's Organization, a mem- my major goal and, yes, it will innocent people." These reber of the Women's Resource be difficult, but it is about time. marks in a New York speech
ter
were aimed at
Center, and a two year committee member of the Black LeadRemember, vote for John rorists in Lebanon believed to
ers in Residence Committee.
Fernandez, Social Concerns 2e planning another raid on
If elected, I, with the aid of Committee Chairperson. If you U.S. positions. This was the
my small committee will effi- have 'any questions or com Administration's toughest warn-- .
ciently work as a liason be- ments, my box is 1617 and my ling yet
tween the student body and extension is 271.
faculty and administration in

Dean

John

Fernandez

at-tackingis-

Vice-Preside-nt

Vice-Preside-nt

Vice-Preside-nt

I

Cheryl Jo

Thompson

!

anti-gueril- la

--

--

pro-Irani-

an

sues

Deed line
Is
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BY BARBARA DANIEL

It is time to register for
'Urban Semester Spring. 1985!
The deadline for turning your
application in is NOVEMBER

9.

Some of the kinds of expert
ences which might' interest you
are described below.
Portland, Oregon, was the
site of the summer, urban se

mester program. Although

KILBOURNE COMMENTS 4
BY CAROLYN REIERSON
"To have authentic and free- - tive. inescapable effect on the

ten-wee-

4

in Downtown Wooster

.

ELECTION
PARTY

-

xf-T-

self-estee-

Ten students from several
jt
fields of study spent a
summer semester serving as
interns in jobs related to their
particular area of interest.
History' majors Holly Jennings and Patricia Dunn Col
lected documents and conduct
ed research for historical
organisations-Patrici- a
in an
historic mansion and Holly with
an historic conservation dis

&

ly chosen lives," Dr. Jean Kil- - consumer, selling values and T
bourne r stressed to the many attitudes in order to sell more ifwho attended "The Naked products, using techniques not j4
Truth," a personal study of directly obvious to the comsu-- L
how advertisement can set hu-- mer, of course. Can you imag-- rT
man values, stereotypes, and a me the effect it has on chil-distortion of life whether the dren's minds, since today they
viewer, magazine or news- - watch more TV than ever?
H.
paper reader consciously ac- - Kilburne stressed open com-cep- ts
it or not.
munication on these issues be-- tT
Kilbourne's presentation in- - tween men and women. It isT
eluded a ' slide show mostly, of time for a .change since nega- advertisements, rep- - tive effects are infiltrating into b
resenting the distortion of val-- every part of society!
vH
ues in all advertising concern- w,

Portland has a reputation of
rain and dreary skies, we were
the fortunate beneficiaries of
no rain at
six weeks of sun
ing.
male and
all!! This gave us some excel female
stereotypes,
anxieties,
sightseeing
for
lent weather
standards
double
abuse,
child
trips on weekends.
the sexes on aging,
.

TfiieaMcall
211 E. Liberty St.

jj-magazi-

.

V

Come

ne

m,

spec i a Uy for C.O.W

students
i

between
and business, a well as brutality and violencejust to name a
few! She emphasized that advertising can have a cumula- -

Wed. Nov

0p.m.-

0

BY PRASHANT AGGARWAL
JENNIFER SIMMONS
Philip Gordon, also in histoSAM RAT TJPPADHAY
ry, collected documents related
(This week Prashant Aggar-- fields. In order to prevent the
to land use questions for an wal writes about India. The depletion of cows they were
organization which works to
invites all in- - considered more holy and so it A.
protect Oregon's land use.
ternational students to share has come down through the
Rob Geist, Eric Greenman. information about their coun- - ages that they are sacred.
jT
and Scott Stewart, all urban tries with others through this
Question: Do you have snow
studies majors, interned with column.)
in India? Have you ever seenlj- the American Civil Liberties "India is the second' most pop- - snow?
jj."
Union, the Gresham Chamber ulated country (660 million).
Yes, we do have snow in 2
ox commerce mu
u agcui; and the world's largest democ- - India. In fact, some of the cf

trict

list

y-Internationa-

racy. Comprising 22 states and highest mountain peaks in the
toric buildings respectively nine Union Territories, India is, world are in India. India of
Adrienne Day, also urban a
nation. More course lies in the tropical belt L
studies, did public information than 23 different languages are and hence the plains are ex- - 31
work for the Columbia River spoken and people belonging toi tremely hot and humid. Howev-- f
Inter-tribfish commission.
all religious faiths, Hindus, er, over the winter even theT
Theodora Kramer found out a Muslims, Christians, Parsis, j plains get quite cold, although
lot more about social work, live and share the land. India it never snows in the plains.
L.
which is her major, by working was a British colony for nearly; "Deepavali" is an important
in Burnside projects. Amy 200 years and consequently En--1 Hindu festival which, apart JJ
Russ, economics major, was in glish is taught in all schools from marking the beginning of
the Commissioper's office from the primary grades on up. the New Year according to the g
learning about city services For most Americans, India is Vedic calendar, also celebrates K.
and politics.
a hot desert steeped in social i relieious events. On this occa-a- J
Rob MacWilliams, a geology inequalities, relleious suoersti- - inn nonnlp offer nravera and"
major, worked with the Corps tions, poverty, and backward- - decorate their houses with ean-nes- s.
of Engineers and learned about
I cannot deny the above j dies and lamps. Crackers are
what geologists do in this feder-- mentioned factors entirely, burned and especially prepared
p--al employment.
however I would suggest that r sweets are shared with family
All told, it was a varied thin ?s have chaneed a lot and tnH friend
"nenavali" fa
summer- - - and interesting! If are still changing. The popula 'also called "The Festival of loyouvare interested, discuss the tion growth rate has been ar-- ! Lights."
&
summer's experience with one rested, old religious and social "Holi" is another Indian fes-- n
of these students, and ask for inequalities are yielding under tival celebrating the safe tak-J- J
an application from Barbara urbanization, and the accomna- - inff in of the harvest. Peonle so
Daniel. Kauke 11. Coordinator nying impact - of modern out in the streets and apply
of the program, or Charlotte thought.
powder and water paints
Wahl, Kauke 37. Four credits
At this point let me briefly friends and foe alike. Water
for the second semestercan be luswer mu ijucsuuiu
mux oaiiuuus uiiiuc uic aur
uu
earned- - two for the internship, most f reauently confronted bucketful of water are used to
one for an urban semester and 1 with.
Cultural events
drench people.
v
m aoo a,i inauns
one for a research paper.
vuesuon: wny
are oreanizeaa ana prayers are
There are also opportunities eat cows (beef)?
ofered.
h.
for placement in San Diego
Well, according to Indian, or
India is a land to be expert- to be W
St Louis, Birmingham, and more specifically Hindu, reli- - enced. jipd experience
gious beUefs, aU animals are lived, i sincerely hope that
Non-align-

ed
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Don't miss an exciting oppor- tunity for gaining job experi in ancient times the cow and
GREETING OF THE WEEK rT
a
ence in an area related to your the bull were the sole beasts of
To say "Hi" in Greek, say RThofltrfom
rt.
Pniinfl IfOfftrnfS
academic major.
T T w w w w CI
burden. Even today farmers "Yiasou" which is pronounced, p" lmZTr mm mm w T m w w w w
widely use the bull to plough "Yah-sue.- "

or
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ARTSENTEBTAIWWEMT,
BY JONATHAN BARCLAY

The first Wooster Black Arts
Festival is being held at 8:15
p.m. Thursday through Saturday in the Shoolroy Theatre.
"Recollections in Black," as
this festival is entitled, is a
celebration of black art, culture, and life. Performed almost entirely by members of
the College community, the
Festival presentation covers a
wide variety of black art including music, poetry, and drama. Guest artists Vicki Greene,
a Wooster graduate, and actor
Joe Jefferson will participate in
the Festival, lending their talents to this significant presentation.
Sponsored by. the Black Students Association. Harambee
House, the Office of Black Student At lairs., and the Department of Theatre, the Festival
reflects many facets of black
life. The Festival's four parts,

Arts Celebrsfled
of the black experience, and campus, sought , an effective
"Lift Every Voice and Sing" means to showcase that talent

and provide more exposure for
the significance of black art.
Although productions by black
authors have been performed
before by the Department of
Theatre, this year's Festival is
the first comprehensive project
which deals with more than one
medium of black art.
The Black Arts Festival is
not in any way limited to black
performers or audience. Artists

deliberately ends the Festival
on an uplifting note. States

Professor Anetta Jefferson

who, along with several others,
put together the idea for a
j

comprehensive Black Arts Festival, "It deals in all aspects of
black life. ..so it has the humor
and the pathos of black life."
Monica Bowen, a Wooster graduate and theatre intern, says of
the Festival. "It recalls the
pain, triumph, the richness of
the black culture."
Not only is the Black Arts
Festival a creative expresion of
black experiences it also provides a comprehensive opportunity for campus artists. As
one of the few programs on
campus devoted to black art,
the Festival draws from a wide
scope of creative forms of expression, so many artists have
"Amazing Grace," "Weary the. opportunity to perform or
Blues." ".Let My People Go." participate in some way. Beand "Lift' Every Voice and fore such presentations as the
Sing," express the religious, Festival, Jefferson, impressed
secular, and strugflHnR aspects by the amount of talent on

MUSIC
NOTES

m

mmm

v

1

K

and crew, both black and

-

white, are participating in the
Festival, and the impact and
messge of "Recollections in
Black" is not aimed at the
black community only. All are
welcome to share in the experience of the Black Arts FesticaL
but although tickets are free,
seating is limited. The style
and content of future black arts
presentations is uncertaino be
sure to catch this year's Festival, a major cultural event at
the College, and one which can
contribute much to the campus.

BY MICHAEL F. KLINE
When the time drew near for

.

...

-

Scene from the College of Wooster s Black Arts
Festival, "Recollections in Black." Performers (from
left) include Vicki Greene, a 1979 Wooster graduate;
Joseph Jefferson, a guest performer; Susan Lee, a 1982
Wooster graduate and coordinator of minority admissions
at the college; and Laurie Morrow, a freshman from East
Cleveland. The program continues tonight and tomorrow
night in Shoolroy Theater beginning at 8:15. Wooster
students may attend without charge but tickets are
required and may be obtained at the Freedlander Theatre
Box Office. ..
:
v. :
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BY CHUCK CRAIG
Birnbach's guide hit bookstore
views of these,
of A CHRIS- This Sunday Department high school students to start shelves after 2V4 years of ar- schools, she dwelled on their A representative IN
THE NAChairman Daniel Winter will gearing their thoughts toward duous labor. She sent out 5000 trite, unpleasant, and negative fTIAN MINISTRY
will
be on
TIONAL
PARKS
perform a facuty recital of attending college, they would
e
questionnaires, and aspects.
(campus Tuesday, Nov. 6 to
Debussy and Chopin (see artiprocess managed to visit each school
To add insult to injury, there speak with interested students.
cle). The next department re- have found the selection
listed.
not
Her
were
not
all
those
interests
for
were
tricky
it
if
several entries which are. She will answer questions conare
Nov.
Sunday.
next
cital will be
manuals, like confined to academics; she delv- - simply stated, sloppy. Reeking cerning the organization's sum11. in McGaw Chapel with the hefty, softbound
ed into
of misinformation as a result of mer employment offerings.
Wooster Brass performing with Barron's Guide to Selective
Colleges which gave them in- - facets of college life. She wrote faulty-- interviewing techniques. Currently she is scheduled to
organ and percussion. The recital will be sponsored by the sights into all the institutions paragraph upon paragraph on such entries gained national at arrive at 6:00 p.m.. but we are
they found appealing. These students' sexual mores, their tention. Freshman Elizabeth attempting to have her arrive
Student Music Association.
manuals serve their purpose favorite drinking games, and Sweney, whose parents are earlier. The renresentative will
The SMA will meet this comwell, but curious, discerning col- - the Best Party of the Year. All employed at Colby College in have an information table in
at
Thursday.
8.
Nov.
ing
8:15 p.m. in the Music Annex. lege shoppers want to know sorts of facts, underscored by Maine commented, "Birnbach LLowry Center lobby during the
David Dunnett. Director of Mu- more about a school than its Birnbach's engaging, "low-ke- y
did not interview a wide enough (early evening.
sic at Westminster Church, and average SAT scores, or the humor" writing style, makes for variety of students." Sweney
a member of the Music Departgeographical distribution of the enjoyable reading. That is, if it related the recent situation at
ment staff, will speak on music student body. They want in- - is not taken too seriously. "I Colby where angry, distressed
education in his native Great formation on some of the more found the book to be amusing," students have requested that
Britain and how it compares to whimsical aspects of college remarked one Wooster student, Birnbach revisit Colby in order
American music education. Fu- life, such as: Which dorm is the "but I think people get upset to
a new, more favor- ture events include a session on best place to live?, Who delivers when they take it too seriously, blecompose
Announcing-Auditio- ns
of the school.
for an
evaluation
music therapy; a talk with the best pizza?, or even. What It's all in fun."
original
musical
as an
written
a
even
fairly
division
is
There
'
David Gordon, a Wooster grad kinds of drugs are used?
Too many people who did take of feelings over Lisa Birnbach's I.S.. by Sarah McGraw, with
evean
and
and famed tenor:
music by Dan Cottle, will h
the College Book seriously are College Book This
Until recently, college-boun- d
ning of Christmas carolling.
.
held
in the Shoolrov Thtr
way,
want
on
(By
mainly
rely
the
guide will entertain and amuse,
The Scot Band will perform the students had to sentiments, of .irate.
Sien-UNovember
College
shoot
of
Wooster?
the
about
or
the
hearsay
but might also make your. blood for audition
last home halftime show of the
times
are
on
entry
nosted
an
get
You
find
this
in
won't
to
the
college
friends
ypur
their
Suppose
boil.
game
cherished
season at tomorrow's
the bulletin board in Freedlanis that same college der.
against Marietta. The show will lowdown on such juicy details, book. Apparantly Birnbach home-tow- n
Sign-u- p
todav! Be nro-open with "Fiero" and include But now that Lisa Birnbach has found Wooster too insignificant town that the author calls a pa red to display
you signing,
went1
Book,
cause,
though
a
College
she
published
her
jfor
her
Eyes
of
Two,
"sheltered, boring location," or acting and dancins
"Five Foot
!on
to give us lengthy
Blue," a precision drill to a guide of another virtue which
if the student body of your Bring your own sheettalents.
be,
negligible
on
cover
to
piccolos,
of
and
several
the
tions
piece for flutes,
parents' alma mater is describ- unless you prefer to sing music
with- percussion entitled "La "The first and only college guide schools in the deep South that ed as being "not intellectually put
piano.
the
As
Drenared
pipBasque," selections by the
to tell it like it is...," we can read jfew have heard of.) In reading alive." Even though she er- monologue is not mandatory, but
ers and dancers, and the re- about life at 186 campuses jthe entries, it would seem that roneously skipped over Wooster, it is impressive.
nowned "Exit Scotland" finale. across the nation, and know Birnbach had a grudge or bias Birnbach's College Book is well any questions callIf you have
Sarah McAuditions for symphonic band what is really going on.
against certain schools. Rather worth reading and her overall Graw at extension 2852;
or drop
will begin the week of Nov. 5.
well-research-

ed

nine-pag-
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ed
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than presenting comprehensive. effort is commendable.

note in box 2283.
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Hoary

BY BAY1IOND G. UCCALL

The offstage chanting of
"monks yields to a Charleston
played on a victrola. and
two-medieva-

l,

soldiers relax by.
reading a magazine or playing

solitaire. Where are wet These
teasing images begin Pirandello's Henry IV, which director
Stanley Schutz chose for the
Parents' Weekend production
in Freedlander.

"

.

"

Henry IV declares that he is
sane and discourses on the
advantages of being mad. The
madman, he says, has logic
that flies like a feather, and he
is more honest than supposedly
sane and respectable citizens.
But then he bursts into maniacal and murderous rage, puts
on his crown, and with the
words " together forever" creates a definition of himself that
is at once pathetic and triumphant.
David DeRoos, who played
Henry at Saturday night's performance, competently embodied the play's central metaphor
of madness as masquerade.
With spots on his cheeks to
resemble the upstage portrait
that
of the "real" king-sp- ots
also suggested the archetypal
handled his long
clown-- he
monologues with the operatic
quality they demand, literally
going down stage center on
occasion for the Pirandellian
equivalent of the tenor's high

Pirandello practices a theatrical shell game. Under: which
shell will we find the truth?
Illusion? We may place our
bets confidently, but we inevitably lose.
The problem is that Pirandello, for all his intellectual bril- aliance. lacks the flair of a
street smart con man. Eager to
. ride a thesis, he indulges in an
exposition that seems as long
as the ' road from Naples to
Milan. To say that Henry Vis
talky is like saying there are
canals in Venice.
The most arresting moments
occur in the second half when a
y
Italian gentleman C. Speaking softly, smiling
masquerading a sweetly, sardonically glancing
been
who has
"

--

20th-centur-

Two Play

IV

LIGV0GU7
:v"

BY HAS Y COX

pare, ne wa piajwg..
reeaianaer kmiM
rneaire uwThe
'uatcxi
a
crucial cart of Kins Hen
full
noariv
last
capped
his
shouting,
he
angrily
performance with an adroitly ISaturdav eveninff for the clos- - 17 IV was played Saturday
modulated, richly ambiguous Eng night of the College -Corn - - night by senior theater major
Intnitv nmHiictimi nnrv rvb David DeRoos. His oortraval cf
final speech.
ELuigi Pirandello. Consisting of the complex : and tormented
In a large and uneven

at his "loyal" retainers, or

Tne

.

.

.

College--

cast. Joe

Jef-

.. . .
.a.
ferson's commanding presence tents, the audience was large mougn ms youinnu appearance
made him siigmiy less oeueva--.
as the doctor confident of cur- and enthusiastic.
i
mint
hli
DtrmnAnnm
the talented, actor executed
rfrmoJv
ing. Henry energized the stage.
'complex
and emotions COnVine-lines
very
his
confusoften
and
Tapping his notebook as he
Community

patient's

his

accumulated

symptoms and
masquerading as a bishop, he
. was
a persuasive spokesman
for the normal world.
The production marked Dale
Seeds' debut as set and lighting
designer. His single set-w- ith
travertine steps ascending to a
throne and tomblike
blended the images of
aristocrat's villa
a
and a medieval king's palace.
Three - lights suspended from
the flies served as a constant
reminder of the theatricality of
the text.
Saturday night's capacity audience gave the production an
enthusiastic response.
self-conscious-

ly

walls-ef-fecti-

20th-centu-

vely

I

Ling.

ioe

wnoie

wx

story-within-- a-

and brilliant

ry

.

um ti

Henry IV. in fact. Is a lengthy.
Wamble leading into what lat- becomes the fist of the play,
The storyline itself is so histori- Ically slanted that it was dim- !cult even to attempt to under-stand at all times. Such is often
the case with a
story structure. This confusion,
however, added to the play's
theme: the merging of reality
and fiction.
Takfcuz the play for what it is,
and thus accepting its inherent
ai
n
xiaws,
uic cast, iuuuwuvu mm
and crew all did a good Job in
presenting it The players dealt
adequately with the compiicat- led story. Community members
Karen Biter (as Donna MaUl-da) and Joseph Jefferson (the
psychiatrist) gave praisewor- A

w&lj

u

.iiimn.

uu

Leon-effectiven-

ess

-

productions, was tecnmcaiiy
outstanding. The simple
but
auwenuc looa. oz tne set ana
marbleized floor effect are es--

fntu.a.

--
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albums; U2 has .progressed
through its first four albums
into a great rock and roll band,

AFFORDABLE PRICES,

MONDAY -- SATURDAY

Breakfast
.

s

.

.

SUNDAY

Breakfasts
Dinner

':'

1

holding social consciousness
and politics aloft Unfortunate-

OOaa
OOpa

i 11 1 00aa-- 2
s 5 30pm-- 8 1 OOpxa

Lunch

Dinner

7 1 OOaa-- ll

propelled by an unstoppable
guitar drive by an appropriately named Edge. The band also
led the charge of a new breed
of English bands unabashedly

'
7t00am-lls00a- m

ll30am-8i00p- m

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
MEAL TICKET

--

AVAILABLE WITH
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Brian Eno, of Talking
"The Unforgettable Fire" producerfame.
Eno's talents- - in

was one of 1954's most awaited

--

s Fir

BY D3EW VAN DE CREEK

ONLY A BLOCK AWAY FROM CAMPUS
FOR A WORLD OF "DIFFERENCE.
LET US PAMPER YOU AT

'

Tne cast was aiso comprised
of several other Wooster stu-- r
dents, all of whom were fresh-- :
men. They occasionally rushed
inrougn or iauea to project
lines, out Jonn uemann,
Brunette, and nark uizeu na- ndied their roles well as the
members of Henry's court,
Dorothy Byers and Bich
ard also gave enjoyable and
effective performances in their
respective roles. The wooster
students added mucn to tne
play.
Thla
u
t lilrA m fWT WMltP

peclally commendable. Under
the direction and design ox
technical manager Dale Seeds,
thy performances and were both the set and lighting of
TV
In
i UICU iAi4,vai, awv rfonnr
"
SuVUg III
" - intBressive.
J v mrm
notable was Howard Whit- addition, the colorful costumes
more S penormance as ue uiu uw
waiter. As Tito Belcredi, Ken and made the royal procession
rv-am mM'"S IUU CUCV cra.iw
1TUZ1K W.wvMa
tive. although at times he tion wasauccess.
seemed almost a caricature of

Uratfo
'trecoirdl

...

Heads
sonic management are irrefutable, but in this collaboration, he
succeeds in strangling the raw
musical power which had made
U2 successful on previous albums.
It seems U2 ought to tranattack
scend the stripped-dow- n
of previous albums, and move
on to more artistic heights. The
result is that "The Unforgettable Fire" sounds quite pedestrian. Eno's layering of sound has
buried U2s basic sound beneath acres of synthesizers, vocal overdubs and percussion,
resulting in a confused, wandering feeling on many of the
tracks. Had Eno and the band
been able to integrate these

ly, this seem to have been
U2's undoing, at least for now.
Bono Vox's inpassloned moral pleas made thrilling listening, especially on "War." U2's
preceding album; however, U2
could pull off their overtly political stance because it was
accompanied by--a unique and
powerful rock and roll sound.
When Elvis Presley hit the additional instruments and
focus,
national scene, the kids loved keep a sharp sound andspectaca
have
would
been
this
words
the
and
first
the heat
However, the addisecond. U2's lyrical content ular album.
may be at the top of the rock tions serve to detract from the
heap, but without Edge's sonic album's effectiveness.
onslaught they are weighted ,. Along with their heightened
down by the pretense of their musical aspirations. U2 has lifted, their sights conceptually as
ambition.
well. This also fails. If any of
Fire,"
Unforgettable
In "The
of
the tracks on "The Unforgetta
U2 has enlisted the talents

ble Fire" are lyrically pretentious. While an effort like "Elvis Presley and. America",
cannot be faulted on thematic
grounds, it can be faulted for
not making sense. "The Unforgettable Fire", suffers from a
lack of focus, the result of an,
overly ambitious basic theme.
Criticism1 for "The Unforgettable Fire" should not be too
harsh. U2 has reached an se
In its ambitious drive for
rock integrity and greatness.
The mistakes of "The Unforgettable Fire" are mistakes of the
mind and not of the heart Bock
music is an essentially, limited ;.
medium, with concrete bar-ders beyond which an efSort
ceases to be rock. It seems U2
has-maseveral minor mis--'
calculations in the formation of
this album. By relying on thematic concerns, with music as
little more than atmosphere.
U2 has tied its hands as a rock'
and roll band and divested
itself of the majority of its
in-pas-

de

natural apeaL. While U2 shod!
not be bound to their previous
rock sound, they cannot com,. pl2e
pletely escape it

.
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DEBATE
Continued from Page 4
process of changing its name to

Edward J. Runser. manager
of the College of Wooster's
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore,
served on the program at the

Wooster Forensic Society,
las already debated on the
genetic revolution.
The debate ciuo win ue ni-kng a British debate team zor
two debates Monday (Nov. 5)
an ixwry center
College of Wooster.
u Ac-eAt noon tne aeoaie Kespon-siblNot
Is
solved: An Idea
For Those Who Believe In
ihe

Regional Meeting sponsored

jointly by the Association of
Indiana College Stores and the
National Association of College
Stores. The meeting was held
in Indianapolis. Indiana, on October 17. 18. and 19. 1984. Mr.
Runser spoke on Qualitative
Campus Research at one of the
Friday morning sessions.
- The Regional Meetings incorporate both local and national
interests, and combine educa-

5-ep.- m.

"Resolved: This
House Believes in reice
Through NATO." The public Is

attend without

invited to
charge.

tional and display sessions.
Each meeting features educational panel sessions,

the debate

it" From
topic will be

In addition to otner acuvmes.
the debate club has been invited to attend the Michigan Model United Nations in January.

a pro-

gram on NACSCORP services

and a table top display of new
and' popular books and merchandise.
National Association of College Stores is a national trade
association which serves 2,700
collegeuniversity stores' in the
United States and sixteen

"Hold fast to your dreams for
if dreams die. life is a broken
winged bird that cannot fly."
Langston Hughes
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2 Items
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5 Deluxe
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FREE PIZZA TOPPINGS
2 Items FREE With The
Purchase of 2 Additional
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$1.00 With Any Pizza
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BYROCZYZAZZAEO
People in all cases tend to and will jump on a band wagon
if fciven the opportunity, well I wish that the students and
faculty of this College will stay off of the Football Team's.
I have seen the signs this whole week, "It is here",
"Marietta week has arrived", or how about, "Sports
Illustrated Week.", Well to tell all of you the absolute

1884:

in
in the .half. Still
4:41 left
with
.
a
c cu a
al.
uw
quarter,
the
second
a
decided to add a little excite-JX
V
I
to the half, and faecan a
drive that would end on the
Oberlin 31 yardline. With third
BY CAROLYN MATTHSTTS
six.w.mthe I..--Scots center and I The volleyball season is near
and
.
man and
ing
end and the Wooster
jticker Doug Grosel was forced teamitsis looking to round out an
to try a long 48 yarder. The outstanding year. :
BY ROCKY ZAZZARO
was short and slightly
fieldgoal
our
over
a
cloud
We have
This past weekend Wooster
heads, that we just cannot to the right, but it showed that hosted Ohio Northern, Grove
lie down.
shake off,' said head coach Jim 'Wooster would not
City, and Tindlay. Grove City
Kapp after dropping a Parent's Momentum swung and the is ranked 16 nationally but
The Scots came out quickly and Wooster was not intimidated as
Day lose to Oberlin
15-- t.
scored in the third quarter, the Scotties won 15-of
their
four
lost
Scots have
seven games by less than one With 4:21 left Lucchese threw a Findlay, a NAIA team, a diviscore, and were competitive in ten yard pass to Doug Grosel in sion that can provide athletic
o cap the scholarships, also fell to Woosall but one game. The most the endzone
The
lead
competitive team in the confer drive.Scots
The only
and
ter. 15-everyway
now
as
won
stayed
day was
play
wis
scored
Scots
ence. the
Scotties
in
fog
th
one. but in this lies the prob- - teams offenses slowed and Ohio Northern. The Polar
aliiI their defenses erupted. The Bears are ranked first In the
lem. The team plays with
a
a
aw . IaL.
but never seems to play better Scots led by Keith Byers, Steve Division III Midwest Region.
ttyaer . snut Wooster is number five. NorthHowie
Coss
and
than anv of them.
In front of 3000 fans, includ-- j down the Yeoman completely. ern prevailed 15-- 15-ing parents, the Scots did battle Then with a mere 2:11 on the
Overall the team performed
on Saturday with the Yeoman clock, the Scots lost composure. welL Karen Light and Caryn
nf Oberlin. The 7 Scots looked Lucchese rolled out right and Hommes hit well, Nora Land
into the waiting set well. Tjcy Foreman
as though they would mark up threw a pass
r1titr 42 irmi nf ft nrttprlin linebacker.
ik.i.
played a good
Oi
iflHril
served well
yard fieldgoal bounced off anQbjerlin then marched only 22 backcourt game. Tammy Allen
game
upright and then rolled over the yards until they were forced to ' played a good
kick a 42 yard fieldgoal, this is for all three matches. Serving
crossbar to give Oberlin a one
point lead with 56 seconds re- - - the one, it hit everything in the is still a weakness for the team
maining. Despite a desperate area of the goalpost, and still but Karen Light served 100 in
final toss. Woo could not come managed, to fall through. With two of the three matches.
oo seconus ien on we cu-- c
Tuesday night Wooster host-le- d
back in sucn soon unit,
early
replaced Lucchese with
Kapp
and
Kenyon and Denison. Net-ithOberlin scored first
on a 14 yard run from running Sophomore Arch Rodgers,
team had an outstanding
hark Jim -- Harrell. his first of Rodeers threw a hail mary'a record. Wooster defeated Denitwo. The Scots came back in little too short and the
son 15-- 15-- In the first game
the second quarter with the aid tion ended the Scot's dream of Bernice Walker served welL In
of a 15 yard pass from Lucchese gaining their first win.
the final match of the evening
to Timmy Scott, and a roughing Saturday the Fighting Scots Kenyon fell to the Scotties
15-the punter call against Oberlin. will attempt to get the monkey
did not seem "up"
Wooster
.'This brought the ball to within off their back, and keep it on
'
ftill-- i Marietta's. Marietta hasnotwon
,infii
finallv
game as Kenyon
the
first
for
ai;v&us
two a eame since 1980. and every- - was often ahead in the game.
h,k pifk storn rumbled inOber- one in the nation, except the Serving was poor and their hits
yards for the touchdown.
howev-- i wooster team, leeis wai we were not sharp.
The second
not stay down
lin would
.a ...mjI Cmi.
.1
a.i
m Hai hscf ahnt CZrui game was an improv)henL Car-again scored, luck Scots, some of us are still yn Hommes played a good net
3 Jim Harrellon once
a nine yarn run, oenona you.
game. Karen Light served well
this time
and did well at the net. ...
The team's record i now 33--6.
.
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REVIEW

truth, I do not believe that there is anyone on the team
that really gives a.l? about what you think, you would
believe that the students on this campus would rather

jump on a winning band wagon, how about the Field
Hockey team. Being in close relations with those poor
souls that we call the Fighting Scots, I know that they are
not going to lie down and die just because their own
campus will not rally behind them in their hour of need.
At this point, the team is trying to save embarrassment,
and win their first and most important game. I apologize
to the loyal fans, what few there are left, and wish, that
you
just want to have a little fun, would
who
consider the feelings of the players, who for so long have
given their all to the game for so many weeks this year.
As long as I am on a roll, there wer those great WCWS
sports announcers who decided it was to be their goal in
life to point out the players to blame for the Scots losses,
well, the Scots lost Saturday, minus the players whose
heads you called for, who will you blame next. Lord
knows it will be someone. I wish it could be possible, and
if there is any chance at all, let's all forget about the
losses, and whose fault it is, I wish the whole campus for
once, if there is any Scot spirit left, get behind the team
for this one time. To the team, you have the confidence
and support of all staff members of the Voice. Good Luck,
NO WAY ETTA.
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Look for Coors and Coors Light, the Halloween Chillers,
at your local retailer.
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CROSS
COUNTRY

Leciure

WOOSTER

BY IDA WILLIAMS

of Art History at
The College of Wooster, will
give a lecture as part of the
Symposium on Aging sponsored
by the Ohio Humanities Council
and the College this fall. She
will speak about three distin-

The men's and women's
cross country teams finished
their regular seasons last weekend in the Conference meet at
Ohio Wesleyan. The men's
team came in second overall
and the women's team came in
fourth.
"It was not the greatest of

artists.

disappointment."

Thalia

Gouma-Peter-son.Profess- or

.

DEBATE TEAM

The fall Softball season has

VS.

ended with congratulations

(4th

going out to the Omegas
section). They beat BFD
on a wet
Sunday, 10-muddy field. The Sigs

BRITISH DEBATE TEAMJj
Mon. Nov. 5 at noon
and. from 5- -6 p.m.

last
and

6,

and
Krappers finished third and

Lowry

fourth respectively.

guished American painters: Al- weekends," women's cross
ice Neel, Isabel! Bishop and country coach Craig Penny
Elizabeth Layton! aty three said of the women's performover 75 and all active creative ance. "There was a lot of

Neel, who was painting until
The final team scores were:
a few a months before her Oberlin 50, Allegheny 57, Ken-yo- n
death(October,1984) led a very
61, Wooster 82, Wesleyan
unconventional life and has 131. and Case Western 136. (In
called herself an "anarchist cross country, scoring lower is
humanist." She was fascinated better.) Patty Smanick came in
by human beings and, though first for the Scots, third overall
she did also paint other sub- and Susan Watson came in 21.
jects, focused primarily on the Vanessa Jones from Wesleyan
depiction of what she calls the took first place overall with a
"human comedy." In the time of 18:51. Because of their
process she became the best, performance both Smanick and
most incisive, and most prolific Pickett will compete in RegionAmerican portrait painter of al competition Nov. 10 at Woosthe 20th century.
ter. "We encourage everyone to
Bishop, Neel's contemporary, come out and cheer," Penny
and friend, is the complete commented.
opposite of Neel in character
"This is the biggest learning
and temperament. She shares, experience we've had," Penny
however, Neel's fierce inde- said. "The big thing is just the
pendence and determination. inexperience.. .We need to deHaving siuaiea as a young velop more of a competative
woman, at the Art Student's situation... We're a young group
League with the. traditional so- and all these people will be
cial realist Kenneth Hays Mill-er.s- back.. .The bottom line is they'll
evolved her own classi- grow and learn from this."
cal version of that style. Her
As far as the whole season
art focused on the working girl went "I would probably call it
up and down,
and her mobility in life. Fig- a roller-coaste- r,
ures and motion have remained up and down," Penny stated.
for her the central subject of "The bright spots are the youth
of the team and the willingness
panning.
Layton, the youngest of the to work hard.. .We had some
three (she is 76), has lived her pretty good successes coming
entire life in Wellsville, Kansas in second at the GLCA and the
(population of 1600). She did Wooster Invitational."
not. start doing her powerful
"They gave me 100. They
colored pencil drawings until gave up some things to be a
1977 when she was 68 years 'old. part of it.. .We're gonna be a
That year she attended her better team because of it,"
first art class as therapy to Penny concluded".
help overcome the bouts of
While the women's team seasevere depression she had suf- son is over, the men's is far
fered for the last 40 years. Less from that. Because of their
than a week into the class she second place in the conference
it
created her first
meet last Saturday, the men's
which with its ruthless honesty, team will compete in Regional
expressive power, and biting competition, here, at Wooster,
wit rivals the work of the on Nov. 10, the same day as
European figurative expres- women's competition.
sionists. Her colored drawings
Responses about last week-en'- s
have been pouring forth ever
meet from Jim Bean, the
since and, though they are pri- men's coach, were enthusiastic.
marily
they also Wooster came in second, with
deal with issues of social injus 47 points, behind Allegheny
tice. Layton sees herself as an with 38 points. Wooster was
example of what "everybody followed by Case Western 69,
can do". She has received na- Denison 122. Wesleyan 125.
tional recognition ?n the last Oberlin 133, and Kenyon 154.
four years and her work has
Wooster runners came in
been exhibited in Washington first and second in the meet.
D. C.(by the National Council
on Aging) and New York).
ATTENTION: THE LECTURE WILL TAKE PLACE
NOVEMBER 7, 4:00 P.M..ART
MUSEUM LECTURE ROOM.

THE BRITISH ARE
COMING

Infermurals

Center Pit

Flag football has started this
week and will continue through
the beginning of December.
This year there are two leagues
with eignt teams in eacn.
Games will be played at 3:30
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. (Note time

change), Mondays through

-

Thursdays. Sunday games begin at 2:00 p.m. When the Scots
football season ends, additional
games will be played on the
football practice field.
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